Digital Insulation/Continuity Testers
KEW 3021A/3022A/3023A

One-second High-speed Result Display

- Test lead 7103A with remote control switch (as standard)

- 3 functions in one unit, insulation test with 4 voltage ranges, continuity test, AC voltage measurement.
- With 2.5 times faster testing speed than the preceding models!
- 200mA measuring current on continuity testing.
- Comparator function with PASS / FAIL and buzzer.
- 0Ω adjustment at continuity measuring range.
- Memory function up to 99 data.
- Backlight LCD provides easy reading in dark locations.
- Safety lock system prevents an erroneous operation on 500 and 1000 Volt ranges.
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KEW 3021A 125/250/500/1000V
KEW 3022A 50/100/250/500V
KEW 3023A 100/250/500/1000V
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Phone:+81-3-3723-0131
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